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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the bifurcation properties of Hopf branches in
the scalar retarded functional differential equation
x t s yx t q F x t y t 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
kŽ .with the time delay t ) 0 as bifurcation parameter, where F g C R, R ,
Ž . Ž .k G 3, and F 0 s 0. Equation 1 is a prototype for a retarded functional
differential equation which has many applications in sciences. Special
Ž .cases of 1 have been proposed as models of both physical and physiologi-
Ž w x wcal phenomena see, for instance 1, 15, 21, 26 ; see also 16, pp. 68]81; 24;
x.28 .
Ž . Ž .For a wide class of functions F e.g., monotone F the dynamics of 1
Ž w x.are determined by periodic solutions see 25, 31 . In the applications
Ž w x.periodic dynamics are also of particular interest see 16, pp. 57]81 .
There exist many papers which are concerned with the existence of
Ž .periodic solutions of 1 and explore their dependence on the time delay
Ž w x w x.t ) 0 see 5, 17, 23, 27, 31, 32 and the references in 23, 32 . The
existence of a sequence of time delays 0 - t - t - ??? , with t “ ‘ as0 1 k
k “ ‘, such that a local Hopf bifurcation occurs at t s t , providedk
< XŽ . < w x Ž w x. XŽ .F 0 ) 1, is proved in 32 see also 27 . In the case F 0 - y1 a
w x w xcondition for supercritical Hopf bifurcation at t s t is given in 3 . In 330
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conditions for both supercritical and subcritical Hopf bifurcations at
XŽ . YŽ . Z Ž .t s t are provided for F 0 - y1, F 0 s 0, and F 0 / 0.0
The global continuation for all t ) t of the locally existing Hopfk
w xbranches at t s t is demonstrated in 23 , provided that there exists ak
Ž . Ž . Žcompact interval I ; R, 0 g int I , such that F I ; I invariance condi-
. Ž .  4 XŽ . Žtion , xF x - 0 for all x g I _ 0 , and F 0 - y1 negative feedback
.condition .
However, many examples of functions F which do not satisfy the
Ž wconditions mentioned above arise in applications see 2; 15; 16, pp. 68]81;
x.21; 24 .
Furthermore, from the point of view of qualitative analysis, it is also of
Ž .interest to know how the properties of Eq. 1 change if one of the
conditions above fails.
The main objective of this work is to extend the results mentioned above
to a more general class of functions F. More precisely, we give both
sufficient and necessary conditions for the local existence and the bifurca-
tion direction of Hopf branches and for the stability of the periodic
solutions bifurcating from the trivial solution x s 0 at t s t , k g N ,k 0
provided F g C 3. The Hopf bifurcation formula derived here has a readily
applicable form and provides all possible bifurcation scenarios. For the
derivation of this formula we consider a system of two ordinary differential
Ž . Žequations describing the flow of 1 on an appropriate center manifold see
.Sect. 2 . Furthermore, we present a result on the global continuation of
X2 Ž .the local Hopf branches for functions F g C , where F x / 1 for all
X< Ž . < Ž .fixed points x of F and F 0 ) 1 see Sect. 3 .
Finally, we discuss several examples which illustrate our results and
indicate what can happen if the invariance condition or the negative
Ž .feedback condition is violated see Sect. 4 .
2. LOCAL BEHAVIOR
Throughout this section we assume
Ž . 3 Ž . < XŽ . <LH F g C , F 0 s 0, and F 0 ) 1.
2.1. Main Results
In this subsection we state the main results on the local Hopf bifurca-
tion. First we need some definitions.
DEFINITION 2.1. For k g N let0
w xb , t : R _ y1, 1 “ Rk k q
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be positive functions of l defined by
1¡
arccos q 2kp for l - y1ž /l~b l [ 2Ž . Ž .k 1
2 k q 1 p y arccos for l ) 1Ž .¢ ž /l
b lŽ .k
t l [ 3Ž . Ž .k 2'l y 1
Ž . Ž .with arccos x in 0, p .
Furthermore we define
22¡ 11l q 6l y 2 l q 1Ž .
q 2 for l - y125l q 4 l y 1 5l q 4 1 q l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .~ 3 2 2C l [Ž .k 11l q 35l q 24l y 6 l q 1 l y 3Ž . Ž .
y 22 2 2l y 1 5l q 15l q 12 5l q 15l q 12 1 q l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .¢
for l ) 1
Ž .with t s t l , k g N .k 0
Ž . < < XŽ .THEOREM 2.1 Local Hopf Bifurcation . Let l ) 1 with l s F 0 .
Ž . Ž .1. At t s t l , k g N , Eq. 1 undergoes a Hopf bifurcation; that is,k 0
Ž Ž ..in e¤ery small neighborhood of x s 0, t s t l there is a unique branch ofk
Ž . Ž . Ž .periodic solutions x t; t with x t; t “ 0 as t “ t l . For the periodk k k
2'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .p l, t of x t; t , p l, t “ 2pt l rb l s 2pr l y 1 \ p l ask k k k k
Ž .t “ t l .k
2. Assume
2Z X YF 0 F 0 - F 0 C l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k
Ž . ŽThen the bifurcating branch of periodic solutions exists for t ) t l super-k
.critical bifurcation . Moreo¤er the arising periodic solutions are stable if
l - y1 and k s 0
and they are unstable if
l - y1 and k G 1 or l ) 1.
3. Assume
2Z X YF 0 F 0 ) F 0 C l .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k
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Ž . ŽThen the bifurcating branch of periodic solutions exists for t - t l subcriti-k
.cal bifurcation . All periodic solutions on this branch are unstable.
Proof. The proof is given in Section 2.5.
< <Remark 2.1. 1. For l F 1 there are no Hopf bifurcation points.
Ž .2. t s t is a Hopf bifurcation point if and only if t s t l withÄ Ä k
k g N .0
Ž .Using the properties of the function C l we get the following criteriak
Ž .for the direction of the bifurcating periodic solutions see Fig. 1 .
YŽ . Z Ž .COROLLARY 2.1. Let F 0 and F 0 be not simultaneously equal to zero
< < XŽ .and l ) 1 with l s F 0 .
Z Ž . XŽ .1. If F 0 F 0 F 0 then all bifurcations are supercritical.
YŽ . Z Ž . XŽ .2. If F 0 s 0 and F 0 F 0 ) 0 then all bifurcations are subcriti-
cal.
YŽ . Z Ž . XŽ .3. If F 0 / 0 and F 0 F 0 ) 0 then
'Ž . Ž . Ž .a For l g y‘, y1 j 3 , ‘ the Hopf bifurcations occurring
Ž .at t s t l are either supercritical for all k g N or subcritical for allk 0
k g N or there is a unique k g N such that the Hopf bifurcations occurring0 c
Ž .at t s t l are subcritical for k - k and supercritical for k ) k .k c c
'Ž . Ž . Ž .b For l g 1, 3 the Hopf bifurcations occurring at t s t lk
are either supercritical for all k g N or subcritical for all k g N , or there is0 0
Ž .a unique k g N such that the Hopf bifurcations occurring at t s t l arec k
supercritical for k - k and subcritical for k ) k .c c
Ž .FIG. 1. All possible bifurcation scenarios see Corollary 2.1 .
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Z X Y 2' 'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .c For l s 3 and F 0 F 0 / F 0 C 3 the Hopf bifur-k
Ž .cations occurring at t s t l are either supercritical or subcritical for allk
k g N .0
Proof. The proof can be found in Section 2.4.
2.2. The Characteristic Equation
The objective of this section is to study the properties of the characteris-
Ž .tic equation associated with the linearization of 1 . For the sake of
tsimplicity we rescale the time t by t ‹ . This provides a scalar delayt
differential equation with constant time delay 1,
x t s yt x t q t F x t y 1 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç
After linearization about the equilibrium x s 0 we get
x t s yt x t q tl x t y 1 , l [ FX 0 . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç
Ž .The characteristic equation of 5 is given by
0 s D z ; t , l [ z q t y tl exp yz . 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .The analysis of 6 yields conditions for the stability of the equilibrium
x s 0 and critical parameter values at which a Hopf bifurcation can occur.
Much is known about the characteristic equation D s 0; for instance, see
w x4, 9, 20, 23, 27 . Here we present only some relevant results for complete-
ness.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. The characteristic equation 6 has a pair of purely imaginary,
< <conjugate complex solutions z s "ib, b ) 0, if and only if l ) 1 and
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .b s b l , t s t l , k g N . b , t are defined by 2 and 3 . Thek k 0 k k
functions b , t are C1, and b satisfyk k k
3x wb l g 2k q p , 2k q 2 p for k g N , l ) 1,Ž . Ž .Ž .k 02
1x wb l g 2k q p , 2k q 1 p for k g N , l - y1.Ž . Ž .Ž .k 02
w x w xProof. See 9, pp. 305]309 , Proposition A.2 in 23 , or Lemma 3.1 in
w x32 . The estimates for b follow from Definition 2.1.k
Ž .LEMMA 2.2 Properties of t . t is a decreasing function of l ) 1 andk k
an increasing function of l - y1, k g N . Furthermore, the following hold0
for k g N0
t l y t lŽ . Ž .kq1 k
2p
w xs ;l g R _ y1, 1 monotonicity in kŽ .
2'l y 1
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and
lim t l s 0 lim t l s ‘.Ž . Ž .k k
l“"‘ l“"1
Proof. The assertions follow from Definition 2.1 and Lemma 2.1.
< <LEMMA 2.3. Let l ) 1. Then there are an e ) 0 and a simple character-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . < Ž . < 1istic root z t s a t q ib t of 6 for t y t l - e , k g N . z is C ink 0
dŽ Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..t and a t l s 0, b t l s b l . Moreo¤er a t l ) 0.k k k kdt
w xProof. See Lemma 3.1 in 32 .
Ž Ž . .LEMMA 2.4 D-partition of the l, t -Plane . The characteristic equation
Ž .6 has
1. only solutions with negati¤e real part, pro¤ided t G 0 and l g
w . Ž .y1, 1 or 0 F t - t l and l - y1;0
Ž .2. exactly one solution with positi¤e real part, pro¤ided 0 F t F t l0
with l ) 1;
Ž .3. exactly 2k solutions with positi¤e real part, pro¤ided t l - t Fky1
Ž .t l with l - y1, k g N;k
Ž .4. exactly 2k q 1 solutions with positi¤e real part, pro¤ided t l -ky1
Ž .t F t l with l ) 1, k g N.k
Ž .See Fig. 2.
w x ŽProof. The proof is an application of XI.2 in 9 . See also Proposition
w x .A.2 in 23 .
Ž . w . 0 Ž . w Ž ..Remark 2.2. If l, t g y1, 1 = R j y‘, y1 = 0, t l theq 0
0Ž . Ž .equilibrium x s 0 is asymptotically stable. If l, t g 1, ‘ = R jq
Ž . Ž Ž . .y‘, y1 = t l , ‘ the equilibrium x s 0 is unstable.0
2.3. Hopf Bifurcation
In the following theorem we show that a Hopf bifurcation occurs at
Ž .t s t l . The proof is an application of the Hopf theorem for retardedk
Ž w x. w xfunctional differential equations see 19, p. 332 . In 27, 32 the existence
of Hopf bifurcations is proved in a similar way.
< < XŽ .THEOREM 2.2. Let l ) 1 with l s F 0 and k g N . Then a Hopf0
Ž . Ž .bifurcation for Eq. 1 occurs at t s t l ; i.e., in e¤ery small neighborhoodk
Ž Ž .. Ž .of x s 0, t s t l there is a unique branch of periodic solutions x t; tk k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .with x t; t “ 0 as t “ t l . For the period p l, t of x t; t , p l, tk k k k k
2'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .“ 2pt l rb l s 2pr l y 1 \ p l as t “ t l .k k k
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Ž . Ž .FIG. 2. D-partition of the l, t -plane. In every region bounded by t s t l , resp.k
Žl s 1, the number of characteristic solutions with positive real part is constant see Lemma
.2.4 .
Proof. Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 provide the assumptions of the
Ž w x.Hopf]Theorem see 19, p. 332 and thus the above statements are
proved.
Ž .Remark 2.3. By Lemma 2.1 we get that only at t s t l with l - y10
Žcan the Hopf bifurcation provide slowly oscillating periodic solutions i.e.,
1 1Ž . . Ž . xŽ Ž . Ž .wp l, t ) 2t . For l - y1 and k G 1, p l, t g tr k q , tr k q ,0 k 2 4
3Ž . x Ž . Ž .wand for l ) 1 and k g N , p l, t g tr k q 1 , tr k q . For the0 k 4
w xdefinition of slowly oscillating periodic solutions see 23 .
2.4. Direction of Hopf Bifurcation
In order to be able to analyse the Hopf bifurcation in more detail we
compute the reduced system on the center manifold associated with the
 Ž . Ž .4pair of conjugate complex, purely imaginary solutions L s ib l , yib lk k
Ž .of the characteristic equation 6 . By this reduction we are able to
determine the Hopf bifurcation direction, i.e., to answer the question of
whether the bifurcating branch of periodic solution exists locally for
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t ) t l supercritical bifurcation or t - t l subcritical bifurcation .k k
Ž . Ž .In the sequel we write b , t instead of b l and t l . In general it isk k k k
w xdifficult to compute the center manifold itself, but in 12 a method is
presented providing the reduced system on the center manifold in normal
form without computing the manifold itself. A similar method to estimate
w xthe direction of the Hopf bifurcation is presented in 30 by using the
method of Lyapunov and Schmidt.
Since we have two simple, purely imaginary characteristic solutions the
w xcenter manifold considered is two-dimensional and thus, following 12, 13 ,
we can compute the reduced system on the center manifold in polar
Ž .coordinates r, j :
4d 3 2r s t y t a t r q K r q O t r q r , t 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç Ž .k kdt
Ç < <j s yb q O t , r . 8Ž .Ž .k
d Ž . Ž .Since a t ) 0 see Lemma 2.3 the sign of the factor K determines thekdt
direction of the Hopf bifurcation. A positive K implies a subcritical
bifurcation; a negative K implies a supercritical bifurcation. Our aim is
now to calculate the factor K in terms of the derivatives of F at zero. To
Ž .do this let us first give the Taylor expansion of the right hand side of 4 .
Ž .Setting a [ t y t , Eq. 4 becomesk
x t s L x q G x t y 1 ; aŽ . Ž .Ž .Ç a t
with
L w s y t q a w 0 q t q a lw y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .a k k
0
s t q a dh u w uŽ . Ž . Ž .Hk
y1
and
G u; a s t q a F u y t q a lu.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k
The function G satisfies
G 0; a s 0, DG 0; a s 0,Ž . Ž .
FY 0 FY 0 FZ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . 42 2 3G u; a s t u q a u q t u q O u , a .Ž . Ž .Ž .k k2 2 3!
This implies
FY 0 FZ 0Ž . Ž .
2 3 4G u; 0 s t u q t u q O u .Ž . Ž .k k2 3!
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w xProceeding as in 12, 13 , in the next step we consider the decomposition
Žw x .of the phase space C s C y1, 0 , R s P [ Q, where P is the two-dimen-
sional eigenspace associated with the set of simple eigenvalues L s
 4 Ž . Ž i bk yi bk .ib , yib . Let F s w , w s e , e be a basis of P and C sk k 1 2
Ž . Ž Ž . yi bk Ž . i bk . U Ucol c , c s c 0 e , c 0 e a basis of the dual space P in C1 2 1 2
with the property
C , F [ c , w , i , j s 1, 2 s I .Ž . Ž .Ž .i j 2
Ž w x.The above bilinear form is given by see 19, p. 211
0 u
c , w s c 0 w 0 y c j y u dh u w j dj .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
y1 0
Ž . Ž w x.C, F s I yields see 132
y1i b ukc 0 s 1 y L u e , c 0 s c 0 . 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 2 1
Ž . Ž w x.Thus the factor K in 7 is given by see 13
FZ 0 tŽ . k 2Yyi b 2kK s Re e c 0 q F 0 tŽ . Ž .Ž .1 k2
=
Re eyi bkc 0 1 ey3 i bkc 0Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1y q Re . 10Ž .2 i b u½ 5kL 1 2 2 ib y L eŽ . Ž .0 k 0
Here we have
L 1 s t l y 1 , L u eibk u s yt leyi bk ,Ž . Ž . Ž .0 k 0 k
1
2 i b u y2 i bk kL e s t y1 q le , c 0 s .Ž . Ž . Ž .0 k 1 yi bk1 q t lek
Ž .Substituting the above terms into Eq. 10 we obtain K as function of l.
Now we are in a position to prove the following useful lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 2.5. Let t s t l , k g N . Thenk 0
FZ 0 t 1 q l2tŽ .
K s 2 22 l 1 q 2t q l tŽ .
2Y 2 2 3 2F 0 t l t 11l q 6l y 2 q 2l q 13l q 4l y 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
y 2 2 22 l 5l q 4 l y 1 1 q 2t q l tŽ . Ž . Ž .
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for l - y1 and
FZ 0 t 1 q l2tŽ .
Ks 2 22 l 1 q 2t q l tŽ .
2Y 2 3 2 4 3 2F 0 t l t 11l q35l q24ly6 q y2l q11l q43l q24ly12Ž . Ž . Ž .
y 2 2 2 22 l ly1 5l q15lq12 1q2tql tŽ .Ž .Ž .
for l ) 1.
Proof. The proof will be given in the Appendix.
To determine the direction of the Hopf bifurcation one can evaluate the
term K or one can use the following conditions which guarantee the sign
of K :
< < Ž .LEMMA 2.6. Let l ) 1 and t s t l , k g N . Thenk 0
2Z X YK - 0 m F 0 F 0 - F 0 C lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k
2Z X YK ) 0 m F 0 F 0 ) F 0 C lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .k
2Z X YK s 0 m F 0 F 0 s F 0 C l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k
where
22¡ 11l q 6l y 2 l q 1Ž .
q 2 for l - y125l q 4 l y 1 5l q 4 1 q l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .~ 3 2 2C l [Ž . 11l q 35l q 24l y 6 l q 1 l y 3Ž . Ž .k
y 22 2 2l y 1 5l q 15l q 12 5l q 15l q 12 1 q l tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .¢ for l ) 1.
Proof. Multiplying the term K given in Lemma 2.5 by the positive
2Ž .Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 .factor l 2rt 1 q 2t q l t r 1 q l t provides the results stated in the
lemma.
< < XŽ . Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. Let l ) 1 with l s F 0 and t s t l , k g N .k 0
Ž .Then the periodic solutions bifurcating at t s t l existk
Ž . Z Ž . XŽ . YŽ .2 Ž . Ž1. for t ) t l pro¤ided F 0 F 0 - F 0 C l supercritical bi-k k
.furcation ;
Ž . Z Ž . XŽ . YŽ .2 Ž . Ž2. for t - t l pro¤ided F 0 F 0 ) F 0 C l subcritical bi-k k
.furcation .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Equations 7 and 8 and Lemma 2.6 provide the assertions.
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Ž Ž ..The next lemma deals with the properties of the sequence C l .k k g N0
LEMMA 2.7. The following hold:
' Ž Ž ..1. For l - y1 or l ) 3 the sequence C l is positi¤e,k k g N0
bounded, and strictly increasing.
' Ž Ž ..2. For 1 - l - 3 the sequence C l is positi¤e, bounded,k k g N0
and strictly decreasing.
' Ž Ž ..3. For l s 3 C l is a constant sequence.k k g N0
Ž .Proof. The statements are a consequence of the definition of C l .k
Ž .Remark 2.4. One can prove that C l , k g N , is bounded byk 0
'126 q 125 7 11
1.4887 ( 2 - C l - for l - y1Ž .k' ' 52 q 5 7 35 q 2 7Ž . Ž .
and
21
C l ) for l ) 1.Ž .k 10
Remark 2.5. The monotonicity and boundness of the sequence
Ž Ž ..C l provide readily applicable criteria for the direction of thek k g N0
Ž .Hopf bifurcation at t s t l . For instance:k
The monotonicity implies the assertions of Corollary 2.1.3.
From the boundness we get
Z X ' 'Ž . Ž . ŽŽ . Ž .Ž1. If l - y1 and F 0 F 0 - 2 126 q 125 7 r 2 q 5 7 35 q
Y 2' .. Ž . Ž .2 7 F 0 then all bifurcations are supercritical K - 0 .
Z X 11 Y 2Ž . Ž . Ž .2. If l - y1 and F 0 F 0 ) F 0 then all bifurcations are5
Ž .subcritical K ) 0 .
Z X 21 Y 2Ž . Ž . Ž .3. If l ) 1 and F 0 F 0 - F 0 then all bifurcations are10
Ž .supercritical K - 0 .
Ž . Ž .Remark 2.6. If K s 0, i.e., C s C l see proof of Corollary 2.1 ork
YŽ . Z Ž .F 0 s F 0 s 0, one has to calculate higher derivatives of F and to
compute higher order terms of the normal form of the reduced system on
the center manifold.
2.5. Proofs of the Main Results
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Theorem 2.2 provides the existence of Hopf
Ž .bifurcation at t s t l . By applying Corollary 2.2 one gets the conditionsk
for the direction of the Hopf bifurcation. The stability properties of the
w xbifurcating periodic solutions follow from Lemma 2.4 and 7 .
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YŽ . XŽ .Proof of Corollary 2.1. If F 0 F 0 F 0 then K - 0 and therefore, in
YŽ . Z Ž .this case, all bifurcations are supercritical. If F 0 s 0 and F 0 / 0
Z Ž . XŽ .then sign K s sign F 0 F 0 , and thus all bifurcations are either super-
Z Ž . XŽ .critical or subcritical. Otherwise there is a unique C ) 0 with F 0 F 0
YŽ .2 Ž . Ž .s F 0 C. If C - C l then the bifurcation is supercritical; if C ) C lk k
the bifurcation is subcritical. By applying Lemma 2.7 it is clear that there is
at most one k g N where the direction of the Hopf bifurcations can0 'Ž Ž ..Ž Ž ..change, i.e., C y C l C y C l - 0, provided l / 3 .ky1 kq1
3. GLOBAL CONTINUATION
In this section we study the global continuation of the local Hopf
Ž . Ž Ž ..branches bifurcating from the points x, t s 0, t l ; k g N . We provek 0
that each of these branches lies on an unbounded continuum Sl ofk
periodic solutions with pairwise disjoint Sl, k g N .k 0
First we need some notation. We set
l Ž . Ž .w, t , p g C = R = R : x t is a non-constantS [ q q
XŽ . Ž .p-periodic solution of 1 with lsF 0 and x <wyt , 0x
4sw
l lS [ the closure of S in C = R = Rq q
X2'Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Now let p l s 2pt l rb l s 2pr l y 1 with l s F 0 ; t l andk k k
Ž . lb l as in Section 2, k g N . We define S to be the maximal connectedk 0 k
l Ž Ž . Ž ..component of S in C = R = R containing 0, t l , p l , k g N ,q q k 0
Žw x .where C s C yt , 0 , R . Throughout this section we need the following
assumptions:
Ž . 2 Ž . < XŽ . <GH1 F g C , F 0 s 0, and F 0 ) 1.
XŽ . Ž . Ž .GH2 If F x s x, x g R, then F x / 1.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 3.1. Assume that GH1 and GH2 hold. Then the maximal
l Ž Ž . Ž ..connected component S ; C = R = R containing 0, t l , p l , wherek q q k
X lŽ . Ž .l s F 0 , is unbounded, and x, t , p g S with x g R if and only if x s 0,k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t s t l , and p s p l s 2pt l rb l , where b l and t l are gi¤enk k k k k
Ž . Ž .by 2 and 3 , respecti¤ely.
Ž . lFurthermore, if w, t , p g S and w / 0, then the unique existing solutionk
Ž . Ž .x t of 1 with x s w is periodic with minimal period p satisfying<wyt ,0x
1. p ) 2t pro¤ided l - y1 and k s 0;
1 1x Ž . Ž .w2. p g tr k q , tr k q pro¤ided l - y1 and k G 1;2 4
3x Ž . Ž .w3. p g tr k q 1 , tr k q pro¤ided l ) 1 and k g N .04
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l w xProof. To prove that S is unbounded we apply Theorem 3.3 in 11k
Ž w x.see also Theorem 2.5 in 32 . The theorem mentioned above provides
that, under certain assumptions, either Sl is unbounded or Sl is boundedk k
and additionally
lS l x , t , p g C = R = R : x g R, x s F xŽ . 4Ž .k q q
s x , t , p g R = R = R : l s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n and 4Ž .l l l q q
n
g x , t , p s 0, 11Ž .Ž .Ý l l l
ls0
Ž . Ž .where g x , t , p is the so-called crossing number of x , t , p whosel l l l l l
definition will be given below. Consequently, in order to prove that Sl isk
Ž .unbounded, it suffices to show that Eq. 11 cannot be fulfilled. First we
Ž . Ž w x.need to give the definition of g x , t , p see 11, 32 .l l l
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let x, t , p be an isolated center of 1 ; i.e., x s F x ,
XŽ Ž . Ž .. Ž .D i 2ptrp ; t , F x s 0, and there exists a neighborhood U x, t , p of
Ž . Ž . Ž .x, t , p such that x, t , p is the only center in U x, t , p .
Ž Ž ..Using the definition of D see Eq. 6 and Lemma 2.3 one can show
Ž . x wthat D z; t , l is analytic in z g C and continuous in t g t y e , t q e ,0 0
XŽ . Žwhere e ) 0 is an appropriate positive constant and l s F x see0
Ž . w x.Condition A3 in 32 . Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.1 and 2.3 that
x w wthere exist small positive constants d , e g 0, e such that on › V = t0 e , p
xy d , t q d
2pt
D a q i , t , l s 0 if and only if t s t , a s 0, and p s p ,ž /p
where
x wV [ a, p : 0 - a - e , p g p y e , p q e 4Ž .e , p
w xsee Condition A4 in 32 .Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž .Notice that z s "i 2ptrp are the only zeroes of D z; t , l on the
Ž .imaginary axis see Lemma 2.1 . We define
2pt
H a, p [ D a q i , t , l .Ž .t ž /p
2 Ž .H : V “ R ( C is a differentiable function of a, p g V . Now thet e , p e , p
Ž .crossing number g x, t , p can be given by
g x , t , p [ deg H , V y deg H , V ,Ž . Ž . Ž .tyd e , p tqd e , p
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Ž . 2where deg denotes the Brouwer degree with respect to 0, 0 g R ( C
Ž w x. Ž .and V see 11, 32 . This implies that the crossing number g x, t , p ise , p
well defined. A calculation shows
2pt 4p 2t 22
y1det DH a, p s y 1 q a q t q - 0.Ž . Ž .<Ž . Ž .Ž .a , p gH 0, 0t t 2 2ž /p p
Ž w x.Using the definition of the degree see 6, p. 65 we obtain
y1deg H , V s y1 s yaH 0, 0 ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ýt e , p t
y1Ž . Ž .a , p gH 0, 0t
y1Ž . y1Ž .where aH 0, 0 denotes the number of elements in the set H 0, 0 ,t t
y1Ž .provided H 0, 0 consists of only a finite number of points in V .t e , p
y1 Ž .Lemma 2.4 provides that, for sufficiently small d and e ) 0, H 0, 0 s Btyd
y1 Ž .and H 0, 0 consists of only one point in V . This impliestqd e , p
g x , t , p s y1,Ž .
Ž . Ž .provided x, t , p is an isolated center. If x, t , p is not a center, we can
easily prove that
g x , t , p s 0.Ž .
w x ŽNow, in order to be able to apply Theorem 3.3 in 11 see also Theorem
w x. Ž .2.5 in 32 , we still have to prove that all centers of 1 are isolated.
Lemma 2.2 provides that if x g R is a stationary solution, all centers
Ž . Ž .x, t , p , k g N , corresponding to x, are isolated. By assumption GH2k k 0
this yields that all the centers are isolated, and thus we have proved that
l lŽ . Ž .S is unbounded and x, t , p g S if and only if x s 0, t s t l , andk k k
XŽ . Ž .p s p l with l s F 0 .
w x Ž . Ž .By applying Lemma 4.1 in 8 to 4 , we get that Eq. 1 has no
2tnon-constant periodic solutions of period for any m g N. From Theo-m
rem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 we know
2p
p l s t l , k g N ,Ž . Ž .k 0b lŽ .k
where
3x wb l g 2k q p , 2k q 2 p for k g N , l ) 1Ž . Ž .Ž .k 02
and
1x wb l g 2k q p , 2k q 1 p for k g N , l - y1.Ž . Ž .Ž .k 02
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This provides
p l ) 2t l for k s 0, if l - y1,Ž . Ž .0
t l t lŽ . Ž .k k
p l g , for any k g N, if l - y1Ž . 1 1k q k q2 4
and
t l t lŽ . Ž .k k
p l g , for any k g N , if l ) 1,Ž . 03k q 1 k q 4
Ž . land thus we have shown that if w, t , p g S and w / 0, the minimalk
Ž . Ž .period p of the periodic solution x t of 1 with x s w satisfies one<wyt , 0x
of the properties 1, 2, or 3.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 3.1. 1. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is motivated by the proof of
w xTheorem 4.7 and Remark 4.8 in 32 .
Ž .2. If x s 0 is the only equilibrium of 1 Theorem 3.1 can also be
w xproved with the aid of Theorem 4 in 29 or by using the Fuller index
Ž w x.theory see Theorem 2.2 and Sect. 3 in 8 .
We conclude this section with a corollary providing conditions which
Ž lguarantee the unboundness of the t-component i.e., the projection of Sk
.onto t-line is unbounded .
Ž . Ž .In addition to GH1 and GH2 we need the next assumption.
Ž . Ž .GH3 There exists a compact interval I ; R with 0 g int I such
Ž .that F I ; I.
Ž . Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 3.1. Assume GH1 , GH2 , and GH3 are satisfied. Then
XŽ . Ž . x Ž .x1. For l s F 0 - y1 there exists t l g 0, t l such that for anyÄk k
1 1Ž . x Ž . Ž .wt G t l there are w g C and p g tr k q , tr k q such thatÄk 2 4
Ž . l Ž . l Ž .w, t , p g S , k g N. Furthermore, if w, t , p g S , k g N, and x t isk k
Ž . Ž .the unique existing p-periodic solution of 1 with x s w, then x t g<wyt , 0x
Ž .int I for all t G yt .
XŽ . Ž . x Ž .x2. For l s F 0 ) 1 there exists t l g 0, t l such that for anyÄk k
3Ž . x Ž . Ž .w Žt G t l there are w g C and p g tr k q 1 , tr k q such that w,Äk 4
. l Ž . l Ž .t , p g S , k g N . Furthermore, if w, t , p g S , k g N , and x t is thek 0 k 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .unique existing p-periodic solution of 1 with x s w, then x t g int I<wyt , 0x
for all t G yt .
Ž .Proof. Applying Theorem 3.1 to 1 we get that the maximal connected
l l Ž Ž . Ž ..component S of the closure S containing 0, t l , p l is unbounded.k k
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w xFrom Corollary 1.1 in 23 we know, because of the invariance condition
Ž . Ž . Ž .GH3 , that if x t is a non-constant periodic solution of 1 satisfying
Ž . Ž . Ž .x t g I for all t G yt then x t g int I for all t G yt . On the other
hand, using the local Hopf bifurcation theorem 2.1, we can prove that for
Ž . Ž .t ) 0 close to t l there exists a non-constant p-periodic solution x tk
Ž . Ž . Ž .with x s w g C and x t g int I for all t G yt such that t , w, p<wyt , 0x
l Ž .g S . Since the solutions of 1 depend continuously on parameters andk
l lŽ .initial data and S is connected, it follows that for any t , w, p g S thek
Ž . Ž .unique existing p-periodic solution x t of 1 with x s w satisfies<wyt , 0x
Ž . Ž .x t g int I for all t G yt . Then, properties 1, 2, and 3 in Theorem 3.1
provide that, for k g N, if l - y1, or for k g N , if l ) 1, the projection0
l Ž w x.of S onto the t-line is unbounded see proof of Theorem 4.7 in 32 . Thisk
Ž . x Ž .x Žimplies the existence of a positive real constant t l g 0, t l noteÄk k
Ž . .that for t s 0 Eq. 1 possesses no non-constant periodic solutions , such
1 1Ž . x Ž . Ž .wthat for any t G t l there exist w g C and p g tr k q , tr k qÄk 2 4
3 lŽ x Ž . Ž .w. Ž . Ž .p g tr k q 1 , tr k q if l - y1 l ) 1 such that w, t , p g S .k4
XŽ .Remark 3.2. 1. In the case of F 0 - y1 the assertions of Corollary
w x3.1.1 are proved in 23, Theorem 2.1 under the following assumptions:
Ž X. Ž .GH1 F is continuous, satisfies F 0 s 0, and is differentiable
XŽ .at x s 0 with F 0 - y1,
Ž .GH3 as above, and
Ž . Ž .  4GH4 xF x - 0 for x g I _ 0 .
Ž .Notice that in our proof we do not need the assumption GH4 . On the
Ž . Ž X.other hand, GH1 is stronger than GH1 .
w2. Results similar to Corollary 3.1 are presented in 32, Theorem 4.1,
x4.2 under the additional assumption that F is a bounded and monotone
function with maximum slope at x s 0. Notice that the proof provided in
w x XŽ . Ž Ž . w x.32, Remark 4.8 is only valid for F 0 - 1 see Eq. 4.4 in 32 .
Remark 3.3. In order to be able to prove that the t-component of Sl,0
where l - y1, is unbounded, we need the additional assumption that F
Ž . Ž .satisfies the negative feedback condition GH4 see Remark 3.2.1 . More
w x Ž X . Ž . Ž .precisely, Theorem 1.1 in 23 provides: Let GH1 , GH3 , and GH4 be
Ž . x Ž .wsatisfied. Then for l - y1 there exists t l g 0, t l such that for anyÄ0 0
Ž . Žw x . Ž . lt ) t l there are a w g C yt , 0 , I and a p ) 2t with w, t , p g S .Ä0 0
Ž . l Ž . Ž .Furthermore, if w, t , p g S and x t is the unique solution of 1 with0
Ž . Ž .x s w, then x t g int I for all t G 0.<wyt , 0x
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4. EXAMPLES
In this last section we present and discuss five examples which illustrate
Ž . Žour local Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 and global results Theorem 3.1
.and Corollary 3.1 . Furthermore we provide bifurcation diagrams by using
Ž w x.a numerical continuation method for delay differential equations see 10
where the periodic solutions are approximated by a Fourier polynomial.
The last two examples indicate what can happen if the invariance
Ž . Ž .condition GH3 or feedback condition GH4 is violated.
1. In our first example we use the sigmoid nonlinearity
3 1 3
F x s F x [ y .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 q exp y4 x 4Ž .
3 3Ž .It follows that F is bounded by y - F x - for all x g R, is strictly4 4
Ž YŽ . Z Ž . .increasing, and has exactly one turning point at 0 F 0 s 0, F 0 - 0 .
X 3Ž . Ž .Moreover it holds F 0 s 0 and l s F 0 s ) 1. F has three fixed2
points: x s 0, x ( 0.644, and yx.Ä Ä
By Theorem 2.1 we get that a supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs at
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . x Ž .xx, t s 0, t l , k g N . Corollary 3.1 provides a t l g 0, t l , k gÄk 0 k k
Ž . Ž .N , such that for all t ) t l there is a periodic solution x t belongingÄ0 k
l Ž . x Žto S . Furthermore we know that the period p of x t satisfies p g tr kk
3. Ž .wq 1 , tr k q . Figures 3 and 4 show the numerical results. One can4
observe that the amplitude of the solution is strictly increasing in t .
Ž . Ž .2. Now we use the nonlinearity F x s yF x with F as in the1 1
XŽ .first example. x s 0 is the only fixed point of F and it holds l s F 0 s y
3 Y ZŽ . Ž .- y1, F 0 s 0, F 0 ) 0. Theorem 2.1 yields that a supercritical2
Ž . Ž .Hopf bifurcation occurs at t s t l , k g N . Since F satisfies GH1 ,k 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xGH2 , GH3 , and GH4 with I s yx, x with x as in Example 1, fromÄ Ä Ä
Corollary 3.1 and Remark 3.3, we obtain that the branches of periodic
l Ž .solutions S are unbounded in t . For the period p of the solution x tk
1 1l x Ž . Ž .wbelonging to S , p ) 2t for k s 0 and p g tr k q , tr k q fork 2 4
k G 1. Numerical simulations indicate that the amplitude of the solution is
Ž .strictly increasing in t and for every t ) t l there is a unique slowly0
oscillating periodic solution. These properties for the slowly oscillating
w xperiodic solutions can be proved analytically. Applying Corollary 2.1 in 5
one can prove the uniqueness of the slowly oscillating periodic solution for
Ž . Ž .t ) t l . For t F t l there are no slowly oscillating periodic solutions.0 0
w xMoreover Corollary 2.1 in 5 provides the monotonicity property of the
l Ž .branch of slowly oscillating periodic solutions S as function of t ) t l :0 0
Ž .The orbit G t of the unique existing slowly oscillating periodic solution in
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Ž < <.FIG. 3. Branches of periodic solutions in the t , x -plane. All bifurcations are supercriti-
Ž .cal and the corresponding periodic solutions are bounded by x see Example 1 .Ä
p
Ž . Ž .FIG. 4. Branches of periodic solutions in the , t -plane see Example 1 .
t
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Ž . Ž .the x, x -plane possesses the following property. G t is in the closure ofÇ 1
Ž . Ž .the exterior of the orbit G t whenever t ) t ) t l .2 2 1 0
3. This example demonstrates the change of the Hopf bifurcation
Ž . Ž .direction see Corollary 2.1 . We consider 1 with
' 'F x s y575 arctan x q 10 5 q 575 arctan 10 5 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . XŽ . Ž . YŽ .It holds F 0 s 0, l [ F 0 s y575r 1 q 500 - y1, F 0 s
Z'Ž . Ž .11500r251,001 5 , F 0 s y1,723,850r125,751,501. So we get C s
Ž Z Ž . XŽ . YŽ .2 . Ž .F 0 F 0 rF 0 s 1499r1000 s 1.4990 see proof of Corollary 2.1 . It
follows that
1.49716 ( C l - C - C l ( 1.49952.Ž . Ž .0 1
Applying Theorem 2.1 we can show that a Hopf bifurcation occurs at
Ž . Ž .t s t l , k g N . The first Hopf bifurcation at t s t l is subcritical;k 0 0
Ž .all other Hopf bifurcations are supercritical see Figs. 5 and 6 .
4. Here we discuss an example where the function F does not satisfy
Ž .condition GH3 . Consider
F x s y15 sinh x .Ž . Ž .
Ž . XŽ . YŽ . Z Ž .It holds that F 0 s 0, l [ F 0 s y15, F 0 s 0, and F 0 s y15 F
Ž . Ž .is strictly decreasing and satisfies conditions GH1 and GH2 but does
Ž .not satisfy condition GH3 . x s 0 is the only fixed point of F. Using
Ž .Theorem 2.1 we get that a subcritical Hopf bifurcation occurs at t s t l .k
Ž . Ž .FIG. 5. Subcritical Hopf bifurcation at t s t l s 4.66712 see Example 3 .0
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Ž . Ž .FIG. 6. Supercritical Hopf bifurcation at t s t l s 15.82280 see Example 3 .1
From Theorem 3.1 we know that the branches of periodic solutions Slk
Ž Ž ..bifurcating from x s 0, t s t l are unbounded but we do not knowk
which component of Sl is unbounded. Actually the numerically computedk
Ž .bifurcation diagram see Fig. 7 shows that the branches are bounded in t .
Ž . lThe numerically computed p-periodic solutions x t; t belonging to Sk k
Ž . < <exist only for 0 - t - t l and x “ ‘ as t “ 0. Furthermore for thek k
pŽ .period p of x t; t we get “ 4 as t “ 0.0 t
Ž . Ž . Ž .FIG. 7. Branches of periodic solutions for F x s y15 sinh x see Example 4 .
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5. The last example deals with the case in which F does not satisfy
Ž . Ž .the negative feedback condition GH4 . We consider Eq. 1 with
x q 1
F x s 2 y 2;Ž . 101 q x q 1Ž .
w xsee 22 . This equation was introduced by Mackey and Glass as a mathe-
matical model for the generation of white blood cells. F is a bounded
Ž . XŽ . YŽ . Z Ž .function with F 0 s 0, l s F 0 s y4 - y1, F 0 s y5, and F 0
s 255. Using Theorem 2.1 we get that a supercritical Hopf bifurcation
Ž Ž ..takes place at x s 0, t s t l , k g N . From Corollary 3.1 we knowk 0
l Ž .that for k G 1 the t-component of S is unbounded. Since GH4 is notk
l w x Žsatisfied we cannot investigate S by applying Theorem 1.1 in 23 see0
. w xRemark 3.3 . In 14, 18, 22 the Mackey]Glass equation is studied numeri-
cally. Numerical simulations show that the branch Sl of slowly oscillating0
periodic solutions undergoes a cascade of period doubling bifurcations.
Moreover numerical calculations indicate the existence of chaotic attrac-
tors for sufficiently large delays t .
APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA 2.5
Ž . Ž . ŽLet t s t l and b s b l , k g N . We compute the factor K seek k 0
Ž ..Eq. 10 in several steps.
1. First, notice that the following equalities hold:
1 2 y l2 4 y 3l2
cos b s cos 2b s cos 3b sŽ . Ž . Ž .2 3l l l
2 2 2' ' 'l y 1 l y 1 l y 1
sin b s sin 2b s 2 sin 3b sŽ . Ž . Ž . 2< < < < < <l l l l l
2'b s t l y 1 .
1 yi bŽ .2. We get c 0 s with b [ 1 q tle . This provides1 b
2 yi b ib< <b s bb s 1 q tle 1 q tleŽ . Ž .
s 1 q 2tl cos b q t 2l2Ž .
s 1 q 2t q t 2l2 .
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Ž yi b Ž ..3. We set C [ Re e c 0 . It holds that1 1
yi be b
C s Re1 2< <b
eyi b q tl
s Re 2 21 q 2t q t l
1 q tl2
s .2 21 q 2t q t l lŽ .
4.
Re eyi bc 0 1 q tl2Ž .Ž .1y s y \ T .22 2L 1 1 q 2t q t l l l y 1 tŽ . Ž . Ž .
5.
a [ 2 ib y t y1 q ley2 i b s t y lt cos 2b q i 2b q lt sin 2bŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
2 2'2 y l l y 1
s t 1 y l q i 2b q 2lt2ž / < <ž /l ll
2't 2t l y 1
< <s l q 2 l y 1 q i l q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <l l
Therefore
2't 2t l y 1
< <a s l q 2 l y 1 y i l q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <l l
and it follows that
t 2 4t 2 l2 y 1Ž . 22 22< < < <a s aa s l q 2 l y 1 q l q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2l < <l
t 2 l y 1Ž . 22 < <s l y 1 l q 2 q 4 l q 1 l q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2l
We distinguish between l ) 1 and l - y1.
Ž .a The case l ) 1:
t 2 l y 1Ž .2 2 3 2< <a s l y 1 l q 4l q 4 q 4 l q 3l q 3l q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2l
t 2 l y 1Ž .
2s 5l q 15l q 12 .Ž .
l
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Ž .b The case l - y1:
22t l y 1Ž .2 2 2< <a s l q 4l q 4 q 4 l y 1Ž .Ž .2l
22t l y 1Ž .
s 5l q 4 .Ž .
l
6. We compute two auxiliary terms A and B.
4 y 3l2 2 y l2
A [ cos 3b q tl cos 2b s q tlŽ . Ž . 3 2l l
4 y 3l2 q tl2 2 y l2Ž .
s 3l
2 2 2' 'l y 1 4 y l l y 1Ž .
B [ sin 3b q tl sin 2b s q 2tlŽ . Ž . 2 < << < l ll l
2'l y 1
2 2s 4 y l q 2tl .Ž .2 < <l l
7. It holds that
y3 i bRe e baŽ .
2't 2t l y 1
y3 i b ib < <s Re e 1 q lt e l q 2 l y 1 y i l q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <ž /ž /l l
2't 2t l y 1
< <s Re A y iB l q 2 l y 1 y i l q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <ž /ž /l l
2't A 2t l y 1
< <s l y 1 l q 2 y B l q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
< <l l
t l y 1Ž .
2 2< <s l q 2 4 y 3l y 2 l q 1 l q 1 4 y lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž4l
2 2 < <qtl 2 y l l q 2 y 4 l q 1 l q 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . .
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8. We set
y3 i b y3 i be c 0 Re e baŽ . Ž .1
T [ Re s .3 2 22 i bu < < < <L eŽ . a b
Ž .a The case l ) 1:
2 22 2 2lq2 4y3l y2 lq1 2yl qtl 2yl lq2 y4 lq1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
T s .3 3 2 2 2tl 5l q15lq12 1q2tqt lŽ .Ž .
Ž .b The case l - y1:
22 2 2 2lq2 4y3l y2 lq1 2yl qtl 2yl lq2 q4 l y1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
T s .3 3 2 2tl ly1 5lq4 1q2tqt lŽ .Ž .Ž .
19. Now we calculate C [ T q T :2 2 32
Ž .a The case l ) 1:
y2 1 q tl2 l2 5l2 q 15l q 12Ž . Ž .
C s2 3 2 2 22tl l y 1 5l q 15l q 12 1 q 2t q t lŽ .Ž .Ž .
22l y 1 l q 2 4 y 3l y 2 l q 1 2 y lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž
22 2qtl 2 y l l q 2 y 4 l q 1Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . .
q 3 2 2 22tl l y 1 5l q 15l q 12 1 q 2t q t lŽ .Ž .Ž .
tl2 y11l3 y 35l2 y 24l q 6 q 2l4 y 11l3 y 43l2 y 24l q 12Ž . Ž .
s .2 2 2 22tl l y 1 5l q 15l q 12 1 q 2t q t lŽ .Ž .Ž .
Ž .b The case l - y1:
22 2 2y2 1 q tl l 5l q 4 q l q 2 4 y 3l y 2 l q 1 2 y lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
C s2 3 2 22tl l y 1 5l q 4 1 q 2t q t lŽ . Ž . Ž .
tl2 2 y l2 l q 2 q 4 l2 y 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
q 3 2 22tl l y 1 5l q 4 1 q 2t q t lŽ . Ž . Ž .
tl2 y11l2 y 6l q 2 q y2l3 y 13l2 y 4l q 4Ž . Ž .
s .2 2 22tl l y 1 5l q 4 1 q 2t q t lŽ . Ž . Ž .
Ž Z Ž . . YŽ .2 210. Finally we compute K s F 0 tr2 C q F 0 t C and the1 2
proof is finished.
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